12.30  Arrival
13.00  Welcome Address
13.15  Keynote I. Associate Professor Lennart Wikander, Uppsala University. Past President NOCIES. “Unity in Diversity: The Swedish perspective on Comparative Education”
14.00  Short paper presentations
14.45  Afternoon tea
15.00  Keynote II. Professor Halla Bjørk Holmarsdottir, Oslo and Akershus University College of Applied Sciences.
15.50  Susanne Kreitz-Sandberg “Comparative Education Research - methodological considerations”
16.10  Meeri Hellstén “Researching International Pedagogy in Higher Education Comparatively”
16.40  Ulf Fredriksson. “Comparative and international education moving forward from the past.”
17.00  Closing Address
17.30  Social event (complimentary)